
Laser Body Contouring | ProLipo PLUS TM

Melt unwanted fat and firm tissue resulting 
in a tighter, slimmer appearance.
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The process was fabulous. It’s an easy 
procedure and the recovery was unbelievable, 

with limited swelling, and no bruising. I was ready to rock n roll the next day.Compared to regular liposuction, 
ProLipo was much easier with less discomfort.  LISA P., Tennessee

The recovery process was simple.  I could have gone 
back to work the same day.  I was back to work the 
next day.  And down time was when I was laying on 

the table and he was doing the treatment.  
I call it ‘Lunchtime Lipo for Working Women’. LISA U., Kentucky
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Laser Body Contouring | ProLipo PLUS™

A safe, comfortable, and effective treatment 
to firm your body 

ProLipo PLUS

Watch your body take a new shape!
Laser-assisted lipolysis with Sciton’s ProLipo PLUS™ is a 

new, minimally invasive way to remove fat!

How does ProLipo PLUS work?
ProLipo PLUS delivers laser energy through a slender fiber 

to areas of body fat. The energy from the laser melts the 

unwanted fat and firms tissue resulting in a tighter, slimmer 

appearance. 

What areas can be treated?
Any area of the body that has pockets of unwanted body 

fat can be improved with ProLipo treatment. Popular areas 

are under the chin, abdomen, love handles, saddle bags, 

inner and outer thighs, bra roll, back, even knees and 

ankles!

Why ProLipo PLUS?
• Rapid results

• Minimal bruising and downtime 

• Comfortable and easy treatment

• Fast treatment time

Who is a candidate for this procedure?
The ideal candidate for ProLipo treatment is reasonably 

fit with localized pockets of fat that exercise and diet 

alone cannot fix. It can also be used in conjunction with 

traditional liposuction in order to diminish the loose skin 

associated with the procedure. But your physician is best 

qualified to answer such questions. Ask about laser-

assisted lipolysis with ProLipo PLUS!

How many ProLipo treatments will I need? 
Typically, only one treatment per body area is required.  

What are the benefits of ProLipo treatment?
•	 Immediately	Visible	Results

Eliminates fat and tightens skin through heating and 
coagulation of soft tissue with results that you can 
see immediately.

•	Comfortable	and	Quick	Body	Contouring
ProLipo treatment with ProLipo PLUS is minimally 
invasive, a quick procedure, and allows fast recovery. 

•	No	General	Anesthesia
It does not require general anesthesia so it can be 
done in your doctor’s office.

•	Minimal	Downtime
Patients return home the same day and can resume 
normal activities shortly thereafter.

What should I expect after treatment?
Results are typically visible very soon after treatment 

and will continue to improve over several months. Your 

physician may suggest wearing a compression garment 

for a brief period.

My satisfaction with this procedure is over 

the moon! It definitely was quick and 

easy. I saw results within five days and 

I couldn’t be happier. 

TARA U., Minnesota

As a lifetime athlete, I had reached a stage in my life 

where I realized I had gotten older and put on weight.  

I attempted to improve my health by exercise and diet, 

however, there were areas of fat that no amount of 

hard work would eliminate. I had ProLipo which targeted 

the areas I struggled with. This treatment has 

[helped me] achieve considerable improvement

[in my body] without all the hard work.

MEGAN H., Pennsylvania
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